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THE UNIVERSITY OF TENNESSEE
February 2, 2017 Minutes

Members present: Roman, M. (Chair), Abedi, R., Aydeniz, M., Boder, E., Bonom, J., Broemmel, A., Cruz-Camara,
N., Fleming-May, R., Fouts, H., Fuller, R., Gregor, J., Jackson, R., Larson, J., Marshall, S., McConville, B., Mee,
R., Moir-McClean, T., Morrow, J., Patterson, D., Santore, R., Seddighi, R., Shriver, R., Umberger, R., Wang, H.
Ex-Officio members present: Albrecht, M., Ambroziak, K., Brothers, E., Cummings, S., Fairbrother, J., Galloway,
S., Kilpatrick, Y., Mercer, H., Moore, T., Nobles, R., Stier, J., Thompson, D., Cox, C., Sullivan, M.

The Graduate Council meeting was called to order by Chair, Marian Roman on Thursday, March 23 2017, at 3:05
p.m. in the Friesen Black Cultural Center, Multipurpose Room.
1.

Minutes of the Preceding Meeting
The Minutes of the February 2, 2017, meeting were approved by the Graduate Council.

2.

Committee Reports
Academic Policy Committee

(Mehmet Aydeniz, acting Chair)

APC Report from the March 2, 2017 meeting (Attachment 1)
a. Todd Moore from the College of Arts and Sciences attended the meeting to communicate the survey
results from his college concerning the Credentials Committee.
b. Revision to Leave of Absence Form


Stephanie Galloway asked the committee to review the wording of the first paragraph of the
Leave of Absence Form for discussion to revise for clarification.



After discussion, the committee agreed to reword the first paragraph as follows (new wording
in red font, strikethrough shows deletion).
If extenuating circumstances arise that make it necessary for students to interrupt their studies
temporarily, a Request for a Leave of Absence (LOA) for a maximum of 2 years may be granted by
the Graduate School upon approval review and recommendation by the student's home department
or program. All Graduate Student Leave of Absence Requests, with supporting documentation, are
reviewed and granted on a case by case basis. There are many situations for which a leave can be
requested, such as the birth or adoption of a child, dependent care, a serious medical condition,
military service, or other serious personal reasons. A Leave of Absence (LOA) will not be granted
with the sole reason of financial hardship.

VOTE: APC voted and unanimously approved the revised wording in the above paragraph for the LOA.
The proposal is moving forward with recommendation for approval to the Graduate Council.
The Graduate Council unanimously approved the revision to the Leave of Absence Form.
c. Plagiarism text for Graduate Catalog


Dixie Thompson submitted to APC the plagiarism text that was discussed at the February
2nd Graduate Council meeting for discussion.

VOTE: The wording was discussed and APC voted and unanimously approved the plagiarism text be
added to the Graduate Catalog. The approved text is below. The proposal is moving forward with
recommendation for approval to the Graduate Council.
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Proposal for plagiarism text in Graduate Catalog:
All theses and dissertations must be scanned with university-approved plagiarism detection software
prior to thesis or dissertation defense. Major professors must confirm, at the time the thesis or
dissertation is submitted to the Graduate School, that documents have been analyzed using the
university-approved plagiarism detection software. Additional information on this process can be
found in The Guide to the Preparation of Theses and Dissertations
(http://web.utk.edu/~thesis/Guide.shtml).
i. A member of Council asked Dr. Thompson for clarification on how the Graduate School will
help departments meet this requirement.
ii. Dr. Thompson communicated that the Graduate School will publish information to both
students and faculty. And, we will also provide training for a smooth rollout of this policy.
iii. There are many units that already use this software – Nursing, Chemistry, some departments
in Engineering. At the DGS Workshop on March 8, the staff member in Chemistry who runs
all the theses and dissertations for Chemistry talked about how easy and simply the process
is and that it is not very time consuming. So with these case studies we feel hopeful that we
can provide information for a smooth roll out.
iv. The only area that is undecided at this point is the number of licenses we are going to extend.
At this time there is not enough to give every faculty member one. But, we have ample
licenses and this will not slow down the process.
v. Robert Nobles communicated that when the licenses were distributed they were given to the
deans and department heads. Then, based on the infrastructure of the department, they
made the decisions of the individuals to run the report. Each department can determine the
best individual(s) to perform this task.
vi. In terms of staff training, the instruction sheet will probably be less than one page.
vii. Graduate students can self-check and pre-scan their documents as they currently have
access through Canvas to use in advance of taking their document to their major professor
for scanning.
viii. Also, understand that graduate students can use this scanning process in stages. They can
use it after completing a couple of chapters. They do not have to wait until the document is
finished to scan it.
ix. Robert Nobles shared that UT is looking at having a broad staff license that would include all
faculty and graduate students to have open access to use the software.
x. It was requested we make changes to the Thesis/Dissertation Approval Form to reinforce the
idea that the student is taking responsibility for the document.
Chair, Marian Roman called for a vote of Graduate Council on the proposal as stated.
Votes for = 14. Votes against = 7. Proposal passes.

The Graduate Council approved the plagiarism wording be added to the Graduate Catalog.

Dr. Thompson thanked everyone for the good discussion and the support of Graduate Council. And
understands and appreciates the concerns and will continue to alleviate those concerns as we roll
this out. I pledge to work with all of you – your departments and your staff to do what we can to
make this work well. For all of you that still have reservations, please reach out to us because we
want to make sure that you have the tools you need to make sure this new process functions well
for your department and your students.
Credentials Report

(Amy Broemmel, Chair)

Report from the March 2, 2017 meeting (Attachment 2)
The Graduate Council unanimously approved the Credentials Committee Report.

Student Faculty Research Awards

(Dixie Thompson)

Twenty-eight awards for the year were given out. The process worked well and we received excellent
applications. I look forward to finding the results of some of these interesting studies.
3.

New Business – There was no new business.
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Administrative Reports and Announcements
Vice Provost and Dean of the Graduate School Dixie Thompson
a. The Graduate Associate Deans meet monthly. We met in February and March. The February
Minutes are published and attached (Attachment 3). The March Minutes, when approved, will be
published.
b. We talked about the plagiarism proposal and the credentials process. We also talked about the
upcoming Graduate and Professional Student Appreciation Week, which is April 3-8. The Graduate
School has created flyers that we will send out for specifics. The highlight of the week is the 3MT.
Which is on Friday, April 7 at the Hollingsworth Auditorium, from 1:00 - 3:00 p.m. I encourage
everyone to attend and support our students. The semi-finals finished up on March 9. The
participants gave an incredible show, exemplifying the high caliber of research done by our graduate
students. We have 12 presenters moving on to the final competition on April 7.
c. There is a Graduate School Open House on Monday, April 3rd, from 10:30 to 1:00. We invite
everyone to, please, drop by and see us. There will be snacks and giveaways.
d. The New Student Fellowships and the Returning Student Fellowships applications are in the review
process now. The awards will be announced in the next week or so.
e. The Directors of Graduate Studies Workshop was March 8. We had a great turnout and great
dialogue along with a question and answer period. It was a very positive meeting with a lot of
valuable information shared.

5.

Graduate Student Senate
a. There was a Town Hall meeting last night. Some points of interest from the meeting:
i. Troy Lane, Chief of UT Police Department, spoke about campus safety, assaults on campus,
and Title IX.
ii. Melissa Shivers, Dean of Students and Dixie Thompson, Dean of the Graduate School took
questions from the audience. There were questions from diversity to GTA training.
iii. Smokey’s Pantry 5K is on Saturday, April 8, at Circle Park. Start time 9:00 a.m.

6.

Graduate Council Chair
a.

b.

For some of you, your Graduate Council membership term will expire July 2017. Please let your
dean’s office know that your membership may be ending and that voting of new faculty needs to
take place.
As a reminder, Jennifer Morrow is the Graduate Council Chair next year.

The meeting was adjourned at 4:20.

Respectfully submitted,

Catherine Cox
Graduate Council Liaison
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ATTACHMENT 1
ACADEMIC POLICY COMMITTEE MEETING
Thursday, March 2, 2017, 2:00 P.M.
111 Student Services Building

Present: Mehmet Aydeniz (acting Chair), Eric Boder, Julie Bonom, Shandra Forrest-Bank, Reza
Seddighi
Other attendees: Mary Albrecht (Accreditation), Katherine Ambroziak (College of Architecture and
Design), Stephanie Galloway (Assistant Dean, Graduate School), Todd Moore (College of Arts and
Sciences), Jennifer Morrow (Graduate Council, Chair Elect), Charles Noble (Haslam College of
Business), Masood Parang (Tickle College of Engineering), Dixie Thompson (Dean of the Graduate
School), Catherine Cox (Graduate Council Liaison)
The meeting was called to order at 2:00 p.m.
ITEMS DISCUSSED
1) Todd Moore from the College of Arts and Sciences gave handouts from a survey concerning the
Credentials Committee.
Some points from the survey:
1. Does the current process take more time than is advantageous?
2. Is historical purposes the reason we have this committee?
3. What is the effectiveness of the Credentials Committee?
4. The committee does not have expertise in each field of study to make the decision.
5. Faculty go through the vetting process when hired and/or for promotion.
Discussion points at meeting:
1. What are other high-quality institutions doing? Do we have a benchmark?
2. Will there be slippage of high standards if there is no Credentials Committee?
3. Faculty should not mentor doctoral students that have little or no experience.
4. If the credentialing process is managed in the departments, what are the standards that
each department will use?
5. Clinical and adjunct faculty should go through an application process.
6. Not all faculty are hired tenured-track.
7. Maybe the burden of the committee can be lessened / reduce the scope of the
committee. But, the committee should not be eliminated.
Todd Moore will gather information from benchmark institutions and will generate a report to
share at the next Graduate Council meeting for discussion.
2) Leave of Absence Form (revision to wording) – Stephanie Galloway
Stephanie Galloway asked the committee to review the wording of the first paragraph for
clarification. After discussion, the committee agreed to reword the first paragraph as follows
(new wording in red font, strikethrough shows deletion).
If extenuating circumstances arise that make it necessary for students to interrupt their studies
temporarily, a Request for a Leave of Absence (LOA) for a maximum of 2 years may be granted by
the Graduate School upon approval review and recommendation by the student's home department
or program. All Graduate Student Leave of Absence Requests, with supporting documentation, are
reviewed and granted on a case by case basis. There are many situations for which a leave can be
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requested, such as the birth or adoption of a child, dependent care, a serious medical condition,
military service, or other serious personal reasons. A Leave of Absence (LOA) will not be granted
with the sole reason of financial hardship.

VOTE: APC voted and unanimously approved the revised wording in the above paragraph for the LOA. The
proposal is moving forward with recommendation for approval to the Graduate Council.
3) Plagiarism text for review – Dixie Thompson
Dixie Thompson asked the committee to review the wording of the plagiarism text that was
presented and discussed at the previous Graduate Council meeting. After discussion, APC
endorses the policy and wording as shown below:
Proposal for plagiarism text in Graduate Catalog:
All theses and dissertations must be scanned with university-approved plagiarism detection
software prior to thesis or dissertation defense. Major professors must confirm, at the time the
thesis or dissertation is submitted to the Graduate School, that documents have been analyzed
using the university-approved plagiarism detection software. Additional information on this
process can be found in The Guide to the Preparation of Theses and Dissertations
(http://web.utk.edu/~thesis/Guide.shtml).

APC is satisfied and approves the plagiarism language be added to the Graduate Catalog.
APC voted and unanimously approved the plagiarism language. The proposal is moving forward with
recommendation for approval to the Graduate Council.
The meeting adjourned at 3:30 p.m.

Respectfully submitted,

Catherine Cox
Graduate Council Liaison
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ATTACHMENT 2
Credentials Committee Report
March 2, 2017
111 Student Services Building

Present: Amy Broemmel (chair), Reza Abedi, Nuria Cruz-Camara, Jens Gregor, Jim Larson, and
Jennifer Morrow. Not present (but submitted votes electronically): Chad Black and Rudy Santore.
Fourteen (14) applications were submitted for review. The committee reviewed the applications and:

 2 were found to be “automatically approved,” as a result of promotion.
 12 were discussed and approved for doctoral directive status by the committee.
The following faculty members are recommended for approval to direct dissertations as follows:

Employee
Name

Title

Current Department

Approval

Initial Approval of Tenure Track Faculty without Tenure (Probationary)

Luckett, Curtis R.

Assistant Professor

Food Science

Until Tenure

Denes, Thomas G.

Assistant Professor

Food Science

Until Tenure

Misawa,
Mitsunori

Assistant Professor

Educational Psychology and
Counseling

Until Tenure

Sun, Qi

Associate Professor

Educational Psychology and
Counseling

Until Tenure

Brott, Pamela E.

Associate Professor

Educational Psychology and
Counseling

Until Tenure

Tolbert, Katherine

Assistant Professor

Comparative and Experimental
Medicine/Small Animal Clinic

Until Tenure

Sykes, Virginia R.

Assistant Professor

Plant Sciences

Until Tenure

Shekoofa, Avat

Assistant Professor

Plant Sciences

Until Tenure

Lenaghan, Scott C.

Assistant Professor

Food Science

Until Tenure
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Continuing Approval of Faculty with Tenure

Parang, Masood

Professor and
Associate Dean

Mechanical, Aerospace, and
Biomedical Engineering

10 years, through the 2026-2027
academic year

Bennett, Richard

Professor and
Director of
Engineering
Fundamentals

Civil and Environmental
Engineering

10 years, through the 2026-2027
academic year

Renewal of Non-Tenure Track Faculty

Mountain, Deidra

Associate Professor

Comparative and Experimental
Medicine/Graduate School of
Medicine Surgery

5 years, through the 2021-2022
academic year
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ATTACHMENT 3
MINUTES
Graduate Associate Deans
February 9, 2017
SSB 405
2:00 – 3:30PM
Members Attending: Dixie Thompson (Vice-Provost & Dean), Jeffrey Fairbrother (Education, Health, &
Human Sciences), Mary Gunther (Nursing), Kate Atchley (Haslam Business), Katherine Ambroziak
(Architecture and Design), Todd Moore (Arts & Sciences), Masood Parang (Tickle Engineering), Alex Long
(Law), Stephen Kania (Vet Med), Joan Rentsch (Communication & Information), Holly Mercer (Library),
Claudia Kirk (Vet Med), Sherry Cummings (Social Work)
Ex Officio: Ernest Brothers (Graduate School), Yvonne Kilpatrick (Graduate School), Stephanie Galloway
(Graduate School), Sarah Stone (Graduate School)
1.

Welcome and meeting called to order at 2 p.m. by Dixie Thompson. Attendees introduced themselves.

2.

Minutes of the January 12, 2017 meeting were approved.

3.

Announcements – Dr. Thompson


Notification letters for the Spring 2017 Faculty Student Research Award (FSRA) recipients will be
going out by early next week.



Nominations for Jimmy and Ilene Cheek Graduate Medal of Excellence are in, and we have asked
the members of the SFRA committee to evaluate those, as well.



We are in the process of sorting out the nominations for fellowships. Dr. Brothers will be sharing
additional information shortly.



We are a little more behind than where we had hoped to be with the encoding for the graduate
degree auditing system, but we are moving forward. It will happen, just not as quickly as we had
anticipated. It will be a slow, methodical process to get it done. All of our changes to the graduate
catalog are essential to that, so we will continue to work together to make sure the descriptions of
our programs are such that we can actually deconstruct them and then reconstruct them in coding
language so the auditing system can work.



Overall, we are very pleased with the progress we are making. Dr. Thompson asked Ernest
Brothers and Sarah Stone to give an update on the 3MT competitions.

3MT Update – Ernest Brothers and Sarah Stone


Two workshops have been scheduled for February 22 and 23 (one in the morning, one in the afternoon).
This will help students know how to prepare for the competition. Some students can’t come in for those
sessions, so Sean Hendricks will record them and stream the content. As you submit names, Sean will
send information to them about these sessions and the preparation opportunities available for them. Dr.
Ambroziak asked that the details be sent to the associate deans, as well.



In regards to training the judges, we don’t think they will necessarily want to come in; so we are putting
together a packet for them that we can send electronically along with links to previous competitions.
Sean and Ernest are working on the score card for the judges, so you will have that prior to your semifinals. There will be a rubric with the criteria carefully spelled out for the judges, which they will have an
opportunity to review before they come to the venue.



Two semi-finals have been scheduled:
o
o

March 7 from 4 – 7 p.m. in 113 BIOTECH
March 9 from 9 – Noon in the Scripps Lab
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Remaining dates are pending. Reminder that we want to have the semi-finals during March before
Spring Break. The final competition is April 7 in Hollingsworth Auditorium from 1 – 4 pm.

Discussed the time frame for the semi-finals. Dr. Fairbrother shared they are tentatively scheduling 3 hours,
allowing informal time on the front and back for refreshments and the process itself. Dr. Thompson agreed:
a time for breaks and a time to have a social aspect to these events is not uncommon. Notes regarding the
final competition:




The sound set up for the final will likely be a lapel mic.
Dr. Thompson and Dr. Brothers are working on getting the judges for the final.
There will be awards for everyone who makes it to the finals. We are trying to keep the costs so that we
don’t have to ask for sharing.

Semi-final nominees are due to us by February 20. The most you will have in each semi-final rounds is 12.
When we get the additional dates and the names of the students, we send those brackets to you.
Fellowships Update – Ernest Brothers
We had 76 nominations for the Graduate School Fellowships (we had 84; some were without transcripts so they
were disqualified). This process is working well; much better than last year. We are running it through the Admit
system, and that seems to be going well. February 15 – March 1 will be the review process, and we need you to
volunteer to be reviewers. Reviewers will have no more than 18 files to review. We only have 7 so far; and we
will need 3 reviewers per fellowship. (Bruce Behn, Stephen Kania, and Kathryn Ambroziak all offered help.) Dr.
Thompson added that she will likely call on everyone in the room to review. Note the window is still open for
returning student nominations.
Dr. Brothers shared that they have made a lot of effort to make the process better from last year. Our hope is that
this has been a good recruitment tool. Dr. Thompson extended thanks to Ernest, Sean & Greg, who have
worked very hard to make this happen.
Fellowships for Graduate Excellence
Deans were given the number of awards they can distribute, so colleges can use them to attract your best
students. There will be more detailed information about how they have been set up coming in March/April.
It is correct that you cannot nominate people for more than one Grad School Fellowship; however, students
receiving one of the Fellowships for Graduate Excellence can also be in the running for one of the others, too.
Dr. Fairbrother asked if there are things they need to track related to the students receiving the Fellowships for
Graduate Excellence. Dr. Thompson said that all of those details are forthcoming. We will want feedback.
Reporting will include research, academic performance, creative involvement, etc. All of that is down the road
(late spring/early summer). We may ask for suggestions about creating PR around this process, but that will also
be late spring/early summer before we start working on that piece of it. However, when August comes, we want
to start the fall semester talking about these students. We want to promote these students, have gatherings for
them, and spend time really profiling the good work that they are doing.
Graduate School Policies
Dr. Thompson shared that there has been some misunderstanding of our policies or attempts at getting around
them, especially with the Leave of Absence and 600 Exemption requests. We have a leave of absence policy for
students who for good reason need to stop their academic progress to take care of issues and then re-start that
program without great difficulty. We also have a policy to allow doctoral students who are on full-time internships
and not working on their dissertations to get an exemption from 600. In both instances we have cases of abuse
and problems, and we need your help with this. She asked Dr. Stephanie Galloway to share information related
to this issue, and to discuss ways we can help lessen the problems we are experiencing.
Leave of Absence Policy – Stephanie Galloway
One of the issues that we have with LOA is that students are requesting it who do not meet the criteria.
A lot of students are looking at it to relieve financial burdens. While we are sensitive to the costs
involved with graduate education, the policy was not designed for financial hardship. We are seeing
several requests that are for financial hardship alone; once they learn that won’t be approved, they then
come back and indicate that they were sick and go get the medical documentation. At the college level
we need you to really evaluate if the student does have a legitimate reason before requesting a leave of
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absence. The purpose of the Leave of Absence is for students in serious medical need. The LOA was
put in place for extreme circumstances that necessitates students to step away from their studies.
Dr. Fairbrother raised the discussion that financial hardship is a legitimate concern with a lot of talk now
that universities are not taking the responsibility seriously to prevent their students from going into a
lifetime of debt. It seems to raise the question that perhaps financial hardship should be a legitimate
reason.
Dr. Galloway agreed that it is a concern and she is not sure why financial hardship was not included as a
reason when the policy was drafted, but that is what it is today. Dr. Thompson noted that what we are
charged to do in the Graduate School is enforce Graduate Council policy. We want to set up policies that
recognize real world situations, but that also hold people accountable. There is great difficulty in
managing a graduate program if the membrane is porous and the people are continually in and out of
school. It seems this was put in place for those times when there are extraordinary situations that
require a student to step away; otherwise the student has been admitted to a program and commits to
that program to finish. It isn’t intended to be punitive or harsh. It is important to note that a student can
always step away; however, they have to go through the readmission process to return. It doesn’t mean
that for financial reasons they can’t stop if they need to.
Question raised: how many LOAs do we process, and how many have been approved or denied? Dr.
Galloway shared that in the time that she has been here, the number is approximately 50-75, and most
are typically approved as long as they meet the criteria. Usually the reason for forms to be denied is
because they are lacking documentation or it is clearly not an appropriate reason. Another issue are the
forms that come in retroactively. Some of these students are gone a long time and then come back and
try to claim it as a medical leave of absence. We are getting so many, and it leads us to think that they
may be abusing the system.
Dr. Thompson noted that a change to the policy would be problematic, and as such would need to
include conversations to involve the provost and the chancellor.
600 Exemption – Stephanie Galloway
Dr. Thompson shared that this policy is clearly misunderstood across campus which sets the stage for
abuse to occur. Dr. Galloway explained that the original purpose was to allow students to leave for a
semester for internships abroad, and since they would not be working on their dissertation or using
university resources, they would be released from fees. Now students are trying to use it, even when it is
clear they will be continuing to work on their dissertation. At the department level, we need help so that
students understand the policy and use it correctly.
Dr. Fairbrother suggested adding a policy box to the form that states, “During the period of my exemption
I will not be working on my dissertation. I understand it is a violation of policy to use university resources
(including access to advisors, equipment, data collection, etc.) during this period.” Also, why are
students not registering in an internship course during this period?
Dr. Thompson shared that not all programs require students to be signed up for internship hours. The
form, however, does require the major professor and director of graduate studies to sign. Dr. Galloway
explained that if they both sign off, then it puts her in a difficult position to have to come back and say
that they don’t meet the criteria. We need the help of the department screening and letting them know
they don’t qualify before they complete the form, which shouldn’t be signed if they don’t meet the policy.
Dr. Fairbrother brought up that there may be IRB concerns, too, if the student is not enrolled but working
with research subjects.
Dr. Cummings shared that sometimes advisors are not fully aware of the policy and not taking time to
look it up. They would be in favor of having the policy on the form with a check box, as Dr. Fairbrother
mentioned.
It was pointed out that there are some instances where “not enrolled” may extend to students who are
withdrawn or dismissed, but who are still required to meet with departmental counselors or staff. That
would need to be differentiated so it doesn’t appear they are in violation of policy.
Dr. Thompson and Dr. Galloway agreed we can improve the form. We will work on it with our staff, and
also discuss it at the DGS meeting in March. We just wanted you to know this difficulty that we are
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facing, and your thoughts and comments will be helpful as we work to reconstruct this form to make it
more clear what the policy and expectations are.
Plaigarism in Thesis and Dissertation – Dixie Thompson
This is a follow up to the council meeting discussion last week about iThenticate. On February 20, Dr. Thompson
will go to the Faculty Senate executive meeting to talk with them, as well as the Council of Deans. We have a very
serious problem with plagiarism that we have to find a solution for.
When there is an allegation of an event, we have to investigate. The process usually begins with Dr. Nobels to
determine if any federal funding was tied to the project. If so, then he would take the lead on it. Either way, a
group of faculty is called to review the charges. Usually, it is a collaborative effort from the unit where the student
earned the degree, and the college. They make a recommendation, and ultimately it could end up with the Office
of Student Conduct and Community Standards. If they find it to be a violation of policies, the degree is revoked.
We want to put in place mechanisms to decrease the number of plagiarisms. By doing so we diminish the person
hours involved in the investigative process, and we decrease the number of degrees revoked. Regarding
iThenticate – Engineering is requiring it, and others are using it. We do want to make it policy.
Dr. Fairbrother: The feedback he is getting is that Department Heads are not in favor of having their staff scanning
the documents; but they are in favor, at least in the spirit of it; some concern with the language “certify that it is
plagiarism free.”
Dr. Thompson shared that they have fixed that language; and also revised it so that it each department can create
an “in-house plan” so it doesn’t have to be a staff person scanning documents.
Dr. Mercer talked about the license we hold: we have 200 accounts that can be used, and we spread those
across colleges. That is approximately 6000 reports that are available to run each year by those accounts.
Currently, we have about 600 dissertations reviewed each year, so there is still plenty of room for faculty and
students to have their other papers and manuscripts scanned.
Dr. Mercer explained that it really is a developmental tool; more and more journals are using it, so it is like training
future faculty. The process is only a few minutes. You give it a title, upload the document, and run the report. The
most challenging part is reading and interpreting the report. If the manuscript has exact language and is cited, that
can’t be ignored.
Dr. Thompson shared that her idea is when the report is generated, everyone on the committee would get a copy,
but that is up to the department.
Dr. Rentsch indicated that it would be nice to have some way to relieve advisors of culpability. There was a case
recently where the degree was revoked and the student sued the professor. That could be avoided with
something like this in place.
Dr. Thompson thanked everyone for the discussion, and this will be something we continue to look at and
discuss.
Graduate Council Handout:
Dr. Thompson shared the final language regarding certificates that was discussed at last week’s council meeting.
There was a lot of back and forth and editing, so she is presenting this final language for you to see:
From:
No more than nine (9) semester credit hours earned toward completion of a single certificate may be
applied toward a graduate degree
To:
At least 3 credit hours for the certificate must be earned outside of the requirements of the degree(s) and
other certificates.
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Credentials Committee
The final item on the agenda warrants discussion but we only have a few minutes remaining. Dr. Thompson
shared about their purpose: it is to ensure that people who are serving on committees have the credentials to do
so:

Have the Terminal Degree: PhD or equivalent

Academic Standing

Affiliated with University
When we certify the degrees, we look to make sure the people serving on committees are on this list and
approved to sign off on the dissertation. The problem is that through the years there has been difficulty creating a
database that was maintained well. We are correcting that, and have made great strides in doing so. There has
also been a lack of transparency in how the committee operates, and we are working on that, too, and trying to
communicate more clearly.
Todd Moore and others in Arts and Sciences have done some work in polling department heads and in reviewing
this process. There has been some thought that perhaps credentialing should be shifted to departments. If we do
that, we have to continue to think about:
1) How to maintain a database
2) How we certify within accreditation standards that everyone serving on committees has the credentials to
do so.
If we move away from the credentials committee, we have got to come up with a different solution. There are
many things that hinge upon the idea that a person is credentialed, so the decision is not a simple one. We don’t
have time to get into a full discussion of it today, but we want to introduce it and maybe we can add it to the
agenda for next time, but she asked Dr. Todd Moore to talk a little about the survey.
Dr. Moore shared that the survey was conducted among 60 department heads on campus and about 80%
responded. They were asked what their satisfaction was with the credentialing process and what their thoughts
were about being able to handle this in the departments.
Results:

Low satisfaction for the process as it currently stands.

In a scale of 1 to 5, the average rating was a “4” wanting the process to reside in the department

Why would a change be valuable: the response was that very rarely is someone not approved – so what
is the point if it is an extremely rare event to have them denied?
He shared this with the credentials committee and they were very open to the discussion. The question though is
if the committee is going away, what happens then? Will the quality still be there?
Dr. Thompson shared that her hope was that with the changes we have made and continue to make, that this will
be such a seamless process that people won’t even think twice about it. However, it is going to take longer and
we will have to smooth over some bad feelings about how difficult it has been in the past.
Todd shared that one department head said the new system is worse. The CV had to be manipulated into the
requirements of the committee; and for him it was very frustrating in the time and effort it took to rearrange the
CV. Perhaps it will be useful to get more feedback, since that is only a one person perspective.
Dr. Thompson thanked everyone for their time. With no additional items, the meeting adjourned at 3:30.
Our next meeting is March 9 at 2 p.m.

